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  30 August 1940 Bf109E-4     Wn.2765 - +1 4/JG2

Walderslade, Chatham, Kent. 16.55 hrs.

Attacked by fighters and the pilot baled out but his parachute failed. 
Markings: nose of aircraft yellow.
ID: 57002, AW: white, Zerbst, 22/1/40, FP: -.
Ff: Ofw Karl-Heinz Harbauer +. CC 1/58.

The pilot had a notebook that showed that he had five years service and at the outbreak of war was serving 
with 3/JG3, before being posted to 4/JG2 on 25th November 1939. His ID disc was also for 4/JG2.

  30 August 1940 Bf109E-1    Wn.3771 12+ 3/JG27

Westwood Court, near Faversham, Kent. 16.45 hrs.

Started on a free-lance patrol at 16.00 hrs Surprised in an attack by Spitfires which hit the radiator and 
the pilot forced landed the aircraft in good condition. About thirteen .303 strikes traced in the aircraft
Markings: 12+ in yellow. Engine cowling painted orange. Shield; Tiger’s Head with map of Africa as 
background. A plate indicated that aircraft was constructed by Fieseler, werke nr. 3271 dated 1939. 
ID: 60327, AW: white, Düsseldorf, 10/1/40, FP: L 39553 Frankfurt.
Ff: Fw Ernst Arnold EKII. 

The pilot had fought in Spain during the Spanish Civil War.

The interesting thing 
about this intelligence 
report is the clear 
differentiation between 
the colour of the cowling 
(orange), and the colour 
of the 12 (yellow).

The scissors + r emblem 
represents the name 
Scherer in German.  This 
was the name of one of 
3/JG27’s pilots, Ulrich 
Scherer, who had gone 
missing over the Channel 
in July.

A selection of photos 
showing Fw Ernst Arnold 
(above) and his ‘Yellow 
12’ which was put on 
display to the British 
public in Exeter shortly 
afterwards.

The yellow triangle above 
the 2 is the fuel cap 
symbol containing the 
octane number for the 
fuel, in this case, 87.

Below; Arnold’s 109 carried the famous I/JG27 
emblem of the lioness and native superimposed on 
a map of Africa.


